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Counting the Hours in Room 2324
By JEREMY KAHN and MEG BORTIN

MUMBAI, India — Survivors of the siege of the Oberoi hotel, exhausted but safe on Friday afternoon, told how they barricaded
themselves in a room and endured 36 hours of terror after attackers invaded the seaside hotel on Wednesday night.
James Benson, 36, an Australian lawyer based in London, was one of six foreigners escorted from the Oberoi on Friday and herded onto a
bus through a crush of journalists and Indians searching for family members.
Speaking to a reporter aboard the bus, Mr. Benson explained how an ordinary night was overwhelmed by desperate fear. On Wednesday
night, he said, he was in his room trying to find out why his room service order had not arrived. “I rang up and they said, ‘No, there’s no
room service, there’s been an emergency,’ ” he said. “But they wouldn’t say what it was. So I decided I would go downstairs.”
Mr. Benson left his room on the 27th floor around 10:15 p.m. and headed down the stairs. When he reached the 14th floor, he said, other
people were running back up, and an Indian man named Ravi said that there had been a terrorist attack and that there was a lot of blood
on the 14th floor. “I got very scared,” Mr. Benson said.
As they climbed the stairs, two large blasts rattled windows in the hotel.
Another survivor interviewed on the bus, Sebastian Gonzalez, an information technology specialist from Toronto, said he was in his room
on the 23rd floor when those blasts occurred. He rushed to the stairs and ran into Mr. Benson and Ravi on their way up. Mr. Gonzalez
told them to take shelter in his room, along with two other terrified guests: an American flight attendant for Northwest Airlines who
identified himself as Daryll, and a Frenchman who identified himself as Philippe.
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The five men piled into Room 2324, locked the door and barricaded themselves in with furniture and a mattress, which they hoped would
block any shrapnel from grenades set off by the terrorists in the hotel.
“When I first felt the explosions I had no idea what was going on,” Mr. Gonzalez said. “Once all five of us were inside, we started trying to
calm down. I stopped panicking and became just worried.”
Then the wait began. The men turned on the television, watching the BBC and CNN to try to find out what was happening. They found
that they could use the hotel phone; the land line was working. And they also used their cellphones to contact relatives abroad, who in
turn called back with information.
They grew more concerned when the BBC reported that Americans and Britons were being singled out by the terrorists. From that point
on, the men had Ravi answer all phone calls.
From the oceanfront room, they could not really see what was going on outside, they said. They could hear grenades and occasional
gunfire but could judge where the explosions were coming from only by watching birds, they said, imagining that birds startled by a blast
would fly off in the opposite direction.
The men lost television reception at about 10 a.m. on Thursday, more than 24 hours before being taken out of the hotel. On Thursday
evening, they were phoned by someone from the hotel who told them they would eventually be rescued.
As the hours wore on, the men grew hungry and thirsty. They shared a packet of cookies from the minibar. They drank the bottled water,
then the soda. When they heard they were to be evacuated, they shifted to the beer and hard liquor. Around 11 a.m. on Friday, help finally
arrived.
Jeremy Kahn reported from Mumbai, and Meg Bortin from Paris.
Jeremy Kahn reported from Mumbai, and Meg Bortin from Paris.
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